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The Years of Talking Dangerously 2009-05-05 there has never been nunberg
writes an age as wary as ours of the tricks words can play obscuring distinctions
and smoothing over the corrugations of the actual world yet as advertisers and
marketers know our mistrust of words doesn t inoculate us against them these
are the years of talking dangerously and nunberg is a sure guide to the pitfalls
with illuminating intelligence and devastating humor nunberg decodes the
changing syntax of time magazine explains why grammar buffs are drawn to
sarcasm and deftly unpacks the telling phrases of our national conversation from
progressive to elite to change not to mention national conversation itself
Ascent of the A-Word 2012-08-14 it first surfaced in the gripes of gis during world
war ii and was captured early on by the typewriter of a young norman mailer
within a generation it had become a basic notion of our everyday moral life
replacing older reproaches like lout and heel with a single inclusive category a
staple of country outlaw songs neil simon plays and woody allen movies feminists
made it their stock rebuke for male insensitivity the est movement used it for
those who didn t get it and dirty harry applied it evenhandedly to both his
officious superiors and the punks he manhandled the asshole has become a focus
of collective fascination for us just as the phony was for holden caulfield and the
cad was for anthony trollope from donald trump to ann coulter from mel gibson to
anthony weiner from the reality tv prima donnas to the internet trolls and flamers
assholism has become the characteristic form of modern incivility which implicitly
expresses our deepest values about class relationships authenticity and fairness
we have conflicting attitudes about the a word when a presidential candidate
unwittingly uttered it on a live mic in 2000 it confirmed to some that he was a
man of the people and to others that he was a boor but considering how much
the word does for us and to us it hasn t gotten nearly the attention it deserves at
least until now
The Years of Talking Dangerously 2009-05-05 there has never been nunberg
writes an age as wary as ours of the tricks words can play obscuring distinctions
and smoothing over the corrugations of the actual world yet as advertisers and
marketers know our mistrust of words doesn t inoculate us against them these
are the years of talking dangerously and nunberg is a sure guide to the pitfalls
with illuminating intelligence and devastating humor nunberg decodes the
changing syntax of time magazine explains why grammar buffs are drawn to
sarcasm and deftly unpacks the telling phrases of our national conversation from
progressive to elite to change not to mention national conversation itself
Early English Poetic Culture and Meter 2016-10-21 this volume develops g r
russom s contributions to early english meter and style including his fundamental
reworkings and rethinkings of accepted and oft repeated mantras including his
word foot theory concern for the late medieval context for alliterative meter and
the linguistics of punctuation and translation as applied to old english texts ten
eminent scholars from across the field take up russom s ideas to lead readers in
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new and exciting directions
The Study of Language 2006 the study of language is quite simply the best
introduction to the field available today
Directory of Electronic Journals, Newsletters, and Academic Discussion Lists 1994
we live in the era of big data with storage and transmission capacity measured
not just in terabytes but in petabytes where peta denotes a quadrillion or a
thousand trillion data collection is constant and even insidious with every click
and every like stored somewhere for something this book reminds us that data is
anything but raw that we shouldn t think of data as a natural resource but as a
cultural one that needs to be generated protected and interpreted the book s
essays describe eight episodes in the history of data from the predigital to the
digital together they address such issues as the ways that different kinds of data
and different domains of inquiry are mutually defining how data are variously
cooked in the processes of their collection and use and conflicts over what can or
can t be reduced to data contributors discuss the intellectual history of data as a
concept describe early financial modeling and some unusual sources for
astronomical data discover the prehistory of the database in newspaper clippings
and index cards and consider contemporary dataveillance of our online habits as
well as the complexity of scientific data curation
Raw Data Is an Oxymoron 2013 linguistics and evolution offers readers the first
rethinking of an introductory approach to linguistics since leonard bloomfield s
1933 language
Linguistics and Evolution 2014 a dozen essays from a july 1994 conference at
the university of san marino argue that a total shift to electronic information
media would trigger wrenching social and cultural dislocations among their
perspectives are the pragmatics of the new farewell to the information age
toward meta reading hypertext and authorship and the body of the text they
avoid the usual fetish arguments such as curling up in bed or leather bindings
and pipes novelist umberto eco provides an afterward no index or word search
annotation copyright by book news inc portland or
The Future of the Book 1996-12-19 essential facts advice lists documents
guidelines lore wit and wisdom along with fun and irreverence it s what readers
have come to expect from the whole library series in a one volume compendium
that s by turns encyclopedic useful and engaging this latest entry provides an
overview of digital libraries covering the state of information issues customers
challenges tools and technology preservation and the future from blogs to wikis
highlights include digitization project planning tips and tools the value proposition
of the digital library lists of internet libraries libraries that i m libraries that
podcast and interpretations of nextgen demographic data collecting insights from
library luminaries as well the perspectives of interesting experts from outside the
ranks of library professionals the whole digital library handbook decodes the
jargon and cuts to the chase
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Politics 2009 through eight editions this classic thematic anthology has been
hailed for its exceptionally rich collection of essays memoirs stories poems plays
and fine art sixty one new selections represent such authors as sandra cisneros
randall kennedy richard rodriguez and amy tan nine pieces of full color art and
nine black and white photos provide visual prompts for class discussion a unique
feature among this texts competitors the international selection of literature is
broadened with the inclusion of v s naipauls nobel speech and selections from
jean baudrillard and affonso romano desantaanna provocative new selections on
popular culture include pieces by roger ebert john baizar nick hornby and sonia
sanchez two new plays tony kushners homebody kabul and ric oquitas vanessand
and ricardo have been added wendy wassersteins the man in a case is also
included selections are grouped by genre personal reminiscences essays fiction
poetry and drama under 10 universal themes that move students from questions
about self discovery and relationships to larger issues of culture science and
technology and the goals of human freedom and dignity over half o
The Whole Digital Library Handbook 2007-02-05 this text gives broad up to date
coverage of english grammatical facts and related concepts of introductory
linguistics emphasizing argumentation and motivation for empirically based
grammatical analyses without theoretical debates it treats the prescriptive
descriptive distinction phonology morphology word classes phrase structure
analysis of both simple sentences and a variety of complex sentences
grammatical relations and anaphora pronouns and pronoun like elements
The Conscious Reader 2004 a revitalized version of the popular classic the
encyclopedia of library and information science second edition targets new and
dynamic movements in the distribution acquisition and development of print and
online media compiling articles from more than 450 information specialists on
topics including program planning in the digital era recruitment information
management advances in digital technology and encoding intellectual property
and hardware software database selection and design competitive intelligence
electronic records preservation decision support systems ethical issues in
information online library instruction telecommuting and digital library projects
Joint Interim Hearing on Proposition 63, English as the Official State Language
1986 according to guins these new control technologies are designed to embody
an ethos of neoliberal governance through the very media that have been
previously presumed to warrant management legislation and policing
repositioned within a discourse of empowerment security and choice the action of
regulation he reveals has been relocated into the hands of users book jacket
Language Problems & Language Planning 2003 this engaging collection of
national public radio broadcasts and magazine pieces by one of america s best
known linguists covers the waterfront of contemporary culture by taking stock of
its words and phrases from our metaphors for the internet virtual rialto to the
perils of electronic grammar checkers the software we deserve from traditional
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grammatical bugaboos sex and the singular verb to the ways we talk about illicit
love affairs of state geoffrey nunberg shows just how much the language we use
from day to day reveals about who we are and who we want to be
English Grammar 1989 v 1 12 micropaedia ready reference v 13 29 macropaedia
knowledge in depth v 30 propaedia outline of knowledge v 31 index a k v 32
index l z
Fourth Year Report to the System Development Foundation, Situated Language
Research Program 1987 encouraging students to read actively and critically to
approach reading as a thinking process and to analyze their own reading and
learning strategies efficient and flexible readingteaches students how to vary
their approach to written texts based on the material and their purpose for
reading efficient and flexible readingteaches students how to identify text
structures and thought patterns for more efficient learning emphasizing reading
as an active thinking process the author presents systems for monitoring
concentration comprehension and recall encouraging students to assess the
reading assignment and to select the appropriate strategy to suit the situation
Encyclopedia of Library and Information Science, Second Edition -
2003-05-20 a compilation of current biographical information of general interest
Policy & Practice of Public Human Services 2002
Policy & Practice 2003
Edited Clean Version 2008-12-31
The Publishers Weekly 2009
The Industry Standard 2000-07
The New Encyclopaedia Britannica: Macropaedia : Knowledge in depth
2003
Stanford 2005
Library Hotline 2002
The Way We Talk Now 2001
Language 1994
The New Encyclopædia Britannica: Macropædia : Knowledge in depth 2002
The Atlantic 1984
形式言語理論入門 1995
Minnesota Law Review 2010-04
Lingua Franca 1995
Efficient and Flexible Reading 2008
Geolinguistics 2004
The New York Times Biographical Service 1982
Kentucky Libraries 2001
Language in Contemporary Society 1993
Dictionaries 2000
AB Bookman's Weekly 1996
The English Language Today 1985
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